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By Dr James J Zogby 

Across the Middle East and North Africa, 2019 pro-
vided an eventful end to a tumultuous decade.
There were unsettling developments on multiple

fronts, to name just a few, there were: Popular uprisings in
Algeria, Sudan, Lebanon, and Iraq; international interven-
tion in civil conflicts raging in Libya, Yemen, and Syria;
dangerously accelerated tensions with Iran; and fading
hopes for a resolution to the Israeli-Palestinian conflict,
despite the US promises about a great “deal”.

In late 2019, Zogby Research Services (ZRS) once
again had the opportunity to poll public opinion across the
Middle East and North Africa about many of these issues
that are of such critical concern to the region and its peo-
ples. Among the topics covered in our 2019 survey were:
the unsettled situation in Iraq; the status of the “Arab
Spring” countries - focusing on Egypt, Tunisia, and Syria;
the Israeli-Palestinian conflict: Arab attitudes toward Iran;
and how Arabs view the role played by the US and other
global powers in their region.

Since we’ve been surveying attitudes on these issues
every year since 2011 for the annual Sir Bani Yas Forum
held in the UAE, this year’s results enabled us to identify
both areas where the public’s views were similar to those of
earlier years and areas where there were dramatic changes
in opinion. What follows were dramatic changes in opinion.

The most notable development in Iraqi attitudes is the
high percentage of Iraqis (almost six in ten) - including a
majority of respondents in all sub-groups, Sunni Arabs,
Shia Arabs, and Kurds - who want their country to be unit-
ed under a central government and not divided into sepa-
rate regions. As further evidence of this unity, there is a
marked increase in the number of Iraqis from all sub-
groups, who are now wary of Iran. In fact, when we asked
Iraqis to identify their main concern with Iran, they said it

was Iran’s involvement in their country. Iraqis, however,
also told us of their deep dissatisfaction with the direction
of the country and their lack of confidence that their lives
will improve in the near future. Given these dangerously
low levels of satisfaction and confidence, it was not sur-
prising that mass protests erupted in the fall. After the
eruption of demonstrations, we surveyed the public’s atti-
tudes toward the protests. Iraqis told us that they support-
ed the demonstrators and that their confidence in their
government had been shaken by the violent response to
the protests.

The reactions in the so-called “Arab Spring” countries
were mixed. During 2019, attitudes in Egypt continued to
sour, with Egyptians reporting very low levels of satisfac-
tion with their current situation and little confidence that it
will improve in the next five years. When asked to evaluate
the role played by various institutions in their country,
Egyptians gave low scores across the board. Tunisians, on
the other hand, are more positive both with their present
situation and are more optimistic in their future, despite
recent electoral tumult.

With regard to Syria, there is a growing acceptance in
Arab public opinion that the Assad government has sur-
vived the civil war. But attitudes are divided as to whether
Syria will have peace in the next decade, with respondents
in most Arab countries pointing to the prospect of future
clashes between the Assad government and the opposition
and the potential for conflict between Russia and Iran for
influence in Syria. 

One of the more intriguing results in our 2019 survey
were the changes in Arab views toward the Israeli-
Palestinian conflict. Most Arabs still blame the US and
Israel for the absence of peace and have little confidence
that the conflict can be resolved in the near future. Maybe
as a result of this despair, this issue now ranks low as an
Arab priority. Also noteworthy is the fact that majorities in

most Arab countries now say that normalization with
Israel, which they acknowledge is already happening, may
be a good thing. This development shouldn’t be overstated,
however, since there is still no love for Israel. It appears,
from our survey, to be born of frustration, weariness with
Palestinians being victims of war, and the possibility that
normalization might bring some economic benefits and
could give Arabs leverage to press Israel to make conces-
sions to the Palestinians. 

We learn from our 2019 ZRS poll that the greatest con-
cern with Iran across the region is with its nuclear pro-
gram, followed by Iran’s role in the Arab Gulf. Most
intriguing, though, is the growing wariness of Lebanese
and Iraqis with Iran’s involvement in their countries. It is
the top concern of respondents in both Lebanon and Iraq.
This is significant since past polling has shown Lebanese
and Iraqis viewing Iran more favorably than did Arabs in
other countries.

In our 2019 survey we find a continued slide United
States’ favorability in the Arab World. With only a few
exceptions, in almost every country there is a sharp
decline in respondents’ views of US policies toward
Syrian, Iraq, Iran, and Muslims. And only Saudi Arabia, the
UAE, and Jordan now see the US as a being a dependable
ally in the next decade. Instead of the US, respondents in a
number of Arab countries now look elsewhere, to China,
the European Union, Saudi Arabia, or Russia.

As a result of this unsettling world order, we also find
that Arabs are turning inward. When we asked Arabs what
their foreign policy priorities were for the region, far and
away their top choices are investing more of the region’s
wealth and expertise in creating a more prosperous and
stable Arab World and promoting greater political unity
among the Arab states.

Dr James J Zogby is the President of the Arab American
Institute

Significant changes in Arab public opinion
Washington Watch 

Beijing crafts 
its narrative on 
virus outbreak

China’s government is purging unpopular local offi-
cials and commandeering heroic stories of doctors
on the frontline as it tries to shield itself from public

rage over the handling of the deadly coronavirus epidemic.
Facing the biggest challenge of his presidency, Communist
Party leader Xi Jinping has cast the crisis as a “people’s
war” and state media have gone into overdrive to regain
control of public opinion. Images of doctors and nurses in
masks and full protective suits, leaving their families
behind to care for patients, have dominated the airwaves.

Government censors, meanwhile, have made rare
exceptions to allow for criticism online - but mostly when
directed at local officials accused of negligence in central
Hubei province and its capital Wuhan, the epicentre of
the outbreak. One comment that was allowed to circulate
on the Twitter-like Weibo platform declared that “scores

should be settled against all the officials in Wuhan after
the crisis”, which has claimed more than 1,500 lives and
infected some 66,000 people.

An investigation into health inspectors in neighboring
Hunan province who had leaked residents’ personal
information also became a trending search on the plat-
form. On Thursday, the political chiefs of Hubei and
Wuhan were sacked and replaced with Xi loyalists with
security backgrounds. The province’s top two health offi-
cials were also fired. Senior Beijing law enforcement offi-
cial Chen Yixin was also appointed to manage local
efforts against the epidemic.

Every part of Beijing’s messaging is designed to
“deflect from the centre: Failings at the local level, the
heroism of medical staff, the resilience and unity of the
Chinese people in the face of great difficulties,” Jonathan
Sullivan, a China expert from the University of
Nottingham, said. In Hubei, local Red Cross leaders had
also come under fire on Weibo for allegedly mismanaging
donations of masks and other medical supplies.
Authorities reacted quickly, sacking the local Red Cross
vice president Zhang Qin for dereliction of duty.

China must “dare to criticize” those who fail to carry
out official orders, and dereliction of duty “shall be pun-

ished according to discipline and law,” Xi said in a
February 3 speech published by state media yesterday.
“Vividly describe touching deeds on the epidemic con-
trol and prevention frontline,” Xi also urged. “Let positive
energy fill the cyberspace from start to end.”

Heroes
The death of Li Wenliang, a whistleblowing doctor

punished in January by Wuhan police for sending text
messages about the illness, prompted a national outpour-
ing of grief and anger that Beijing was quick to redirect
towards local officials. The 34-year-old, who died after
contracting the virus from a patient, was mourned on
Weibo but his death also triggered calls for freedom of
speech and the downfall of the Communist Party. Within
hours, however, hashtags and posts related to free
speech disappeared from the platform. Two open letters,
including one signed by 10 professors in Wuhan, were
circulated on social media days later but were quickly
removed by censors. At the same time, the central govern-
ment announced that it would send a team to Wuhan to
investigate how Li’s case had been handled. State media
and officials sought to paint Li as a hero who was part of
a “joint” battle against the epidemic. — AFP

Climate change opens 
up ‘frontier’ farmland 
at what cost to planet?

Kenya’s livestock herders planting chilli peppers,
Pakistan’s mountain farmers rearing fish and trop-
ical fruits in Sicily - farmers around the world are

already shifting what they grow and breed to cope with
rising temperatures and erratic weather. In a few more
decades, potatoes from the Russian tundra and corn from
once-frigid areas of Canada could be added to the list as
vast swathes of land previously unsuited to agriculture
open up to farmers on a hotter planet.

Climate change could expand farmland globally by
almost a third, a study by international researchers
found this week. They examined which new areas may
become suitable for growing 12 key crops including
rice, sugar, wheat, oil palm, cassava and soy. “In a
warming world, Canada’s North may become our
breadbasket of the future,” the scientists wrote.

But, they warned, opening up new “agricultural fron-
tiers” would also bring significant environmental threats,
including a risk of increased planet-warming emissions
from soils. In Canada, there is potential to at least double
the country’s farmland to 2 million sq km, thus doubling
food production, said study co-author Krishna Bahadur
KC, an adjunct professor at Canada’s University of
Guelph. “This is the positive aspect,” he said.

Farming on the land identified in the study - more
than half of which lies in Canada and Russia, with the
rest including the mountains of Central Asia and North
America’s Rocky Mountains - could help feed the plan-
et’s growing population. Today, one in nine people go to
bed hungry, and the United Nations has said food pro-
duction needs to increase by about 50 percent by
2050, when the global population is expected to reach
nearly 10 billion.

Mars next?
Despite growing demand for food, environmental

experts who were not involved in the study told the
Thomson Reuters Foundation enlarging farmland could
further accelerate climate change. Some of these frontier
areas have the most carbon-rich soils, said Ronald
Vargas, secretary of the Global Soils Partnership and a
land management officer at the UN Food and
Agriculture Organization. “As soon as you start (farm-
ing) you will see emissions. So global warming will shoot
up,” he said, pointing to a map showing that Russia and
Canada hold about a third of the world’s organic carbon
stock found in the top layer of fertile soil.

Within a decade, half of that carbon could be
released into the atmosphere if the land is cultivated, he
warned. The study, published in the science journal
PLOS One, echoed that concern. If agriculture were
allowed to extend into all areas identified, “there would
be little chance” of meeting the Paris Agreement goal of
limiting global temperature rise to 1.5 degrees Celsius
above pre-industrial levels, it said. That, in turn, would
generate “even more climate change for poor people in
the developing world” who have done little to cause
global warming, said Margarita Astralaga, head of the
environment and climate division at the International
Fund for Agricultural Development.

Instead the answer lies with better management of
existing arable land, including raising productivity in
Africa, she said. About four-fifths of African agriculture
relies on rainfall, so extended droughts cripple food
production, she noted, calling for solutions such as irri-
gation, soil conservation and reduction of food waste
and spoilage. “We have millions of hectares that already
are arable that we have destroyed... Do we go to Mars
next?” she asked.

Caution urged
Agnes Kalibata, president of the Alliance for a

Green Revolution in Africa and former Rwandan agri-
cultural minister, also saw downsides to opening up
more farmland. She pointed to the devastating locust
invasion in East Africa and a surge in malaria in parts of
Africa as the climate gets hotter. “We can’t... forget that
in those areas where it’s warming up, it’s also warming
up to be comfortable for insects that were not there
before,” she said. Biodiversity loss could be “huge” too,
added Kalibata, who was recently appointed special
envoy for a UN summit on improving food systems
slated for next year.

As well as threatening global biodiversity hotspots,
the study warned that extending farming to frontier
areas could bring risks for indigenous people who often
inhabit such land. It called for government policies to
“optimize food production, biodiversity and ecosystem
services under climate change” rather than simply
favoring agricultural expansion, as in the past. An envi-
ronmentally aware approach could include protecting
areas with carbon-rich soils or levying high carbon tax-
es on conversion of such land for farming, said co-
author KC. “We should proceed but we should move
very, very cautiously and (be) mindful of the potential
environmental impacts,” he added. — Reuters 

Syrian boys take a picture with a Turkish soldier in the town of Turmanin in Syria’s Idlib province yesterday. — AFP 

Man runs marathon 
in flat as China fights 
virus with exercise

Afanatical runner jogged the equivalent of an ultra-
marathon inside his small apartment as people in
virus-hit China desperately try to keep fit while

cooped up indoors. The country is at the centre of an out-
break of a new coronavirus, leaving more than 1,500 dead
and sparking global alarm, but it is also in the grip of a
health drive because the government is aggressively
encouraging people to exercise to fight the disease.

With much of the 1.4 billion population ordered indoors
and gyms closed, people are competing to outdo each
other in how many bottles of water they can lift, how many
push-ups they can do with their children on their backs or
how many flights of stairs they can scale in their tower
blocks. But Pan Shancu has easily won the unofficial gold
medal, saying he jogged 66 kilometres (41 miles) in a loop at
home in six hours, 41 minutes. He has the data tracker that
he says proves it, and the 44-year-old’s feat and a video of

him repeatedly circling furniture in his apartment went viral
in China. “I felt a little dizzy at first, but you get used to it
after you circle many times,” Pan told AFP by telephone
from Hangzhou, near Shanghai. “Running is like an addic-
tion. If you don’t run for a long time, you get itchy feet.”

On another occasion Pan ran 30 km on the spot in his
bathroom and live-streamed it to inspire others who have
similarly been confined at home for the last two weeks. “I
am in an online chat group in which people are asking what
we want to do most after the epidemic,” said Pan, a massage
therapist and dedicated long-distance runner. “Some people
said they want to have a feast. I said that I want to run 100
kilometres outside.” China’s ruling Communist Party has
launched a campaign featuring Olympic athletes to demon-
strate how people can stay fit while spending endless days
stuck inside. Tables, chairs and even door frames can all be
used in one form or another to help exercise, according to
one online pamphlet. Schools are shut and children are not
exempt. They have been ordered by education authorities
not to simply lounge about playing computer games and
fiddling with their phones. “In addition to letting children
help parents do some chores within their ability, they must
get creative at home,” government expert Zhao Wenhua
told a press conference. “For example, walking and running
on the spot, skipping, push-ups, sit-ups and so on.” Some

people have turned to technology, using apps on their
smartphones that show how to work out without equipment
and sharing the results with their friends.

Bilibili, a popular video-sharing platform, says views of
fitness-related content jumped nearly 50 percent in the
period January 23 to February 5 compared to the two
weeks before. — AFP

Pan Shancu runs in his bedroom in Hangzhou on Friday. — AFP 


